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Abstract - Conducted theoretical experimental assessment methods, portable test systems, DNA and immunoassay 
(immunochromatographic indicatory elements, DNA and immunophenotype) for suitability in monitoring of natural and 
anthropogenic toxicants in the objects of sanitary surveillance in non-stationary conditions. 
Immunoassay analysis is based on the course of immune response "antigen-antibody" with the movement of the test liquid 
sample according to a composite membrane and a visual accounting of the results by the presence or absence of painted 
areas with immobilized immunoreagents. Evaluation of the results of immunoassay analysis were correlated with testimony 
videocatalogue domain reflectometer "Relcom". The application of reflectometric registration increased sensitivity of 
detection compared to visual observation result of the operator. However, reflectometry allows to reduce such factors of 
subjectivity in the evaluation of the result of person as the illumination of the workplace, fatigue, or individual peculiarities 
of perception of colors and saturation lines immunochromatography. Conducted experimental evaluation of methods for 
determination of bacteria using DNA chips. The analysis was performed according to the modified method, including the 
selection of bacteria, lysis and DNA clean-up.  
Data analysis showed that hybridization occurs only in the homologous systems (immobilized DNA and a DNA probe of the 
same species of bacteria. 
Shown their high sensitivity, specificity, speed, and the possibility of implementing them in the field. Based on import 
substitution, it is recommended to use a domestic analogy, which is not inferior in quality to foreign. 
 
Keywords: Monitoring natural and anthropogenic toxicants, sanitary control facilities immunochromatographic display 
elements (IDE) Immunomicrochip DNA Technology. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
According to the generally accepted international 
terminology (ISO / IEC 2, paragraph 2.5), the concept 
"safety is a state in which there is no unacceptable 
risk associated with causing harm to the life or health 
of citizens, property of individuals or legal entities, 
state or municipal property, the environment, life or 
health of animals and plants ". The presence or 
absence of anthropogenic and natural toxicants 
determines the safety of any sanitary inspection 
facility. The first include toxic elements, dioxins, 
synthetic plant growth regulators, substances used in 
animal husbandry: medicines (antibacterial, 
antiparasitic and hormonal drugs), phosphorus-and-
chloroorganic pesticides, etc. To the second - toxins 
and metabolites of bacteria, fungi, plants [6,13]. In 
order to prevent the risks of violation of safety 
criteria, pollutants are monitored [11,12,19]. 
In some cases, there is a need to control various 
toxicants under non-stationary conditions [4]. For 
example, the development of new lands for various 
agricultural lands of plant growing, fish farming, 
livestock, etc. is associated with certain risks of 

contamination of these facilities by toxicants. In 
particular, fungi producers of mycobacterial and 
bacterial toxins, toxins themselves, organophosphorus 
pesticides, anthrax causative agent whose spore forms 
can persist for a long time in the ground. and under 
certain conditions go into a vegetative state, as well 
as other representatives [3,16]. In emergency 
situations, the veterinary-sanitary and epizootic 
situation on a fairly large territory is complicated 
[7,21]. Sharply changing conditions for keeping 
animals in emergencies, increasing the number of 
vectors, contamination of feed and water by 
pathogens. Risks become real dangerous factors and 
rapid monitoring of a large number of objects is 
required in a greater degree under non-stationary 
conditions. Some methods of DNA and 
immunoassays have proved promising for the 
purposes of accelerated control [8,14]. For the control 
of pathogens, DNA chip analysis is successfully used, 
which consists in point hybridization of amplicons 
and DNA probes on solid carriers. 
Immunochromatographic analysis is sufficiently 
rapid. Immunochromatographic analysis is performed 
using indicator immunochromatographic elements 
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(IIE). IIE is an assembly of several membranes 
closely adjacent to each other and ensuring the free 
movement of the liquid sample under the action of 
capillary forces from the substrate to apply the test 
sample to the substrate to absorb the sample. A 
solution of the conjugate of colloidal gold with 
antibodies is applied to a substrate of glass fiber or 
cellulose acetate. On the nitrocellulose membrane, 
narrow bands are coated with antibodies against 
antigens of microorganisms - the analytic zone and 
antibodies to the antibodies of the antibody conjugate 
- the control zone. 
 

 
Fig 1. Scheme of immunochromatographic analysis for the 

indication and identification of pathogens. 
 
The functional scheme includes: applying a sample 
containing the desired antigens to a portion of the test 
strip, then the sample moves along the test strip, 
reacting with antibodies conjugated with colloidal 
gold. The resulting complex is colored in a cherry 
color. Under the action of capillary forces, the 
resulting immune complex moves along the 
nitrocellulose membrane to the analytical zone and 
reacts with antibodies of the analytic zone. In this 
zone, a brightly colored band of the conjugate of 
colloidal gold is formed, associated with the test 
samples containing the desired antigens and 
antibodies immobilized on the membrane. In the 
analytic zone, antibodies to other antigenic epitopes 
are applied. Part of the liquid sample continues to 
move along the test strip, binding to the antibodies of 
the control zone and soaking into the substrate. The 
colored band in the control zone confirms the 
presence of gold-bound antibodies, indicating the 
immunochemical activity of the conjugate. Thus, in 
the presence of two colored bands on the 
nitrocellulose membrane, it can be concluded that the 
desired antigen is present in the desired sample. The 
work of S.P.Yarkov. and employees, domestic 
immunochromatographic indicator elements with 
colloidal gold nanoparticles have been created for the 
indication of the causative agent of anthrax [9,20]. 
Their high specificity is shown. However, they were 
tested only on pure antigens or antigens located in 
environmental objects (water, air). Test systems are 

also known: BioWarfe Agent Detection Device 
(BADD) (Osborn Scientific (USA), Anthrax 
BioThreat Alert (BTA, Tetracore Inc. (USA)), 
Anthrax SMART II (New Horizons Diagnostic, Inc. 
(USA)). 
Artemov A.V. the effective use of 
immunochromatographic indicator elements for the 
control of salmonella in some veterinary surveillance 
facilities is shown [1,17]. 
 
II. OBJECTIVE 
 
To conduct a theoretical and experimental evaluation 
of accelerated methods and portable test systems of 
DNA and immunodiagnostics for control of 
pathogens outside stationary conditions. 
 
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Immunochromatographic indicator elements (IIE), 
techniques and portable test systems with the use of 
DNA and immunochipes were analyzed in the work. 
 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
We have developed a technique for determining 
bacteria in the blood and tissues of an animal. To 
ensure the safety of the work, a model system with 
artificially contaminated B. cereus objects was used. 
The selected samples were subjected to differential 
centrifugation, the resulting pellet was resuspended, 
washed three times with chilled saline solution, and 
the final pellet was suspended in 1 cm3 of a special 
buffer for immunochromatographic analysis. Then, 
120-150 μl of the resulting solution was transferred 
dropwise to the support of the 
immunochromatographic display element. The result 
was evaluated after 15-20 minutes. The possibility of 
indication with the help of the above techniques and 
test strips of Salmonella, Staphylococcus aureus in 
the blood and tissues of animals with artificially 
contaminated bacteria is shown. 
On the analytic membrane, colored bands appear, 
indicating the presence of antigens of the pathogen. 
Nanoparticles of colloidal gold and their conjugates 
with antibodies have a pronounced cherry-red color 
and are an excellent marker, a clearly visible eye. To 
register the results of the analysis, it is possible to use 
devices - reflectometers. 
Visual assessment of the results of 
immunochromatographic analysis, in general, 
correlated with the readings of the digital 
reflectometer - "Reflect". The use of reflectometric 
registration did not increase the detection sensitivity 
in comparison with the visual observation of the 
result by the operator. Nevertheless, reflectometry 
allows to reduce such factors of subjectivity when 
evaluating a result by a person, such as workplace 
illumination, operator fatigue or individual features of 
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color perception and immunohromatogram line 
saturation. 
We carried out a theoretical and experimental 
assessment of the suitability of accelerated methods 
and portable test systems of DNA and 
immunodiagnostics for the control of pathogens 
outside stationary conditions. 
Biological microchips are a completely new direction 
in modern analytical biology and medicine [10,17]. In 
1999, based on the data on differences in the structure 
of 16S and 23S ribosomal RNA, a microchip was 
developed capable of detecting differences in one 
base pair in 16S rRNA and differentiating both 
species and strains of the B. cereus group. Only 2 out 
of 40 strains of other representatives of the group had 
sequences of 16S rRNA, which are identical to B. 
antrhracis, but they could be distinguished from 
anthrax microbe based on the analysis of 23S rRNA 
sequences [9]. 
In modern conditions in emergency situations, 
microchip technology has the prospect of being used 
in the form of portable devices for rapid detection of 
microorganisms and monitoring of the external 
environment. An indication method is proposed that 
consists of using a miniature ultrasonic disintegrator 
with a special cartridge for lysis that destroys spores 
within 30 seconds, followed by a rapid real-time 
analysis on a PCR- microchip. Mini-sonicator is used 
to extract DNA from spores. The total extraction and 
analysis time of DNA using minisonikator and 
microchip for PCR is 15 minutes [5]. 
In Russia, MAGIC-chip (a matrix of gel-immobilized 
components on a microchip) is developed, which 
consists of an array of hydrophilic cells of the 
hydrogel fixed on the hydrophobic surface of the 
glass. The basic manipulations necessary for the 
analysis of nucleic sequences (PCR, separation of 
primers and amplification products from the 
substrate, hybridization, ligation, etc.) can be 
performed in the chip cells. In the MAGIC-chip for 
the detection of B. anthracis, the chip cells contain 
immobilized primers with the lef and pag genes. 
A small-sized phosphorescence indicator device, 
pulsed IFI-03, has been developed in Russia. The 
device detects a phosphorescence signal from the 
surface of the bottom of microplate wells (from chips 
made in the format of 96 well microplates). The 
instrument also records the long-term luminescence 
(DELPHYA technology) and the usual fluorescence 
from the liquid volume in the wells of the microplate. 
With the help of this microchip technology, the 
following pathogens are simultaneously detected in 
one sample: pathogens of plague, anthrax, tularemia, 
brucellosis, legionellosis, sap and melioidosis. 
We conducted an experimental evaluation of our 
method for determining bacteria using DNA chips. 
The analysis was carried out by a modified 
procedure, including isolation of bacteria, their lysis 
and DNA purification. The isolated and purified 
DNA was dissolved in a standard saline solution, 

denatured in a boiling water bath for 5-10 min, 
immobilized to membrane biochips, as dots. The 
immobilized DNA was hybridized with labeled DNA 
probes. 
The analysis showed that hybridization occurs only in 
homologous systems (immobilized DNA and DNA 
probe of the same species of bacteria. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Conclusion. Theoretical and experimental evaluation 
of accelerated methods and portable test systems has 
shown the promise of immunochromatographic 
indicator elements and DNA immunomicrochip 
technology for their use in the control of natural and 
anthropogenic toxicants outside stationary conditions 
in emergency situations. At the same time, 
immunomicrochip technology allows the indication 
and identification of virtually all toxicants to which 
antibodies can be obtained [2,15]. DNA chips are 
promising for toxicants of a viral, bacterial nature, as 
well as producers of mycotoxins and bacterial toxins. 
Effective and not inferior to foreign analogs are 
domestic test-systems; MAGIC chips, chips on 
immunofermental-type carriers, with fluorescent 
detection on a portable device, DNA chips on 
membrane carriers. 
 
The publication was prepared with the support of 
the «RUDN University Program 5-100» 
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